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Federal Trade Commission

§ 700.3

products are at the time of sale integrated into the structure of a dwelling
they are not consumer products as
they cannot be practically distinguished from realty. Thus, for example,
the beams, wallboard, wiring, plumbing, windows, roofing, and other structural components of a dwelling are not
consumer products when they are sold
as part of real estate covered by a written warranty.
(f) In the case where a consumer contracts with a builder to construct a
home, a substantial addition to a
home, or other realty (such as a garage
or an in-ground swimming pool) the
building materials to be used are not
consumer products. Although the materials are separately identifiable at
the time the contract is made, it is the
intention of the parties to contract for
the construction of realty which will
integrate the component materials. Of
course, as noted above, any separate
items of equipment to be attached to
such realty are consumer products
under the Act.
(g) Certain provisions of the Act
apply only to products actually costing
the consumer more than a specified
amount. Section 103 applies to consumer products actually costing the
consumer more than $10, excluding tax.
The $10 minimum will be interpreted to
include multiple-packaged items which
may individually sell for less than $10,
but which have been packaged in a
manner that does not permit breaking
the package to purchase an item or
items at a price less than $10. Thus, a
written warranty on a dozen items
packaged and priced for sale at $12
must be designated, even though identical items may be offered in smaller
quantities at under $10. This interpretation applies in the same manner to
the minimum dollar limits in section
102 and rules promulgated under that
section.
(h) Warranties on replacement parts
and components used to repair consumer products are covered; warranties
on services are not covered. Therefore,
warranties which apply solely to a repairer’s workmanship in performing repairs are not subject to the Act. Where
a written agreement warrants both the
parts provided to effect a repair and
the workmanship in making that re-

pair, the warranty must comply with
the Act and the rules thereunder.
(i) The Act covers written warranties
on consumer products ‘‘distributed in
commerce’’ as that term is defined in
section 101(3). Thus, by its terms the
Act arguably applies to products exported to foreign jurisdictions. However, the public interest would not be
served by the use of Commission resources to enforce the Act with respect
to such products. Moreover, the legislative intent to apply the requirements
of the Act to such products is not sufficiently clear to justify such an extraordinary result. The Commission does
not contemplate the enforcement of
the Act with respect to consumer products exported to foreign jurisdictions.
Products exported for sale at military
post exchanges remain subject to the
same enforcement standards as products sold within the United States, its
territories and possessions.
§ 700.2

Date of manufacture.

Section 112 of the Act provides that
the Act shall apply only to those consumer products manufactured after
July 4, 1975. When a consumer purchases repair of a consumer product
the date of manufacture of any replacement parts used is the measuring date
for determining coverage under the
Act. The date of manufacture of the
consumer product being repaired is in
this instance not relevant. Where a
consumer purchases or obtains on an
exchange basis a rebuilt consumer
product, the date that the rebuilding
process is completed determines the
Act’s applicability.
[42 FR 36114, July 13, 1977; 42 FR 38341, July
28, 1977]

§ 700.3

Written warranty.

(a) The Act imposes specific duties
and liabilities on suppliers who offer
written warranties on consumer products. Certain representations, such as
energy efficiency ratings for electrical
appliances, care labeling of wearing apparel, and other product information
disclosures may be express warranties
under the Uniform Commercial Code.
However, these disclosures alone are
not written warranties under this Act.
Section 101(6) provides that a written
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affirmation of fact or a written promise of a specified level of performance
must relate to a specified period of
time in order to be considered a ‘‘written warranty.’’, 1 A product information disclosure without a specified
time period to which the disclosure relates is therefore not a written warranty. In addition, section 111(d) exempts from the Act (except section
102(c)) any written warranty the making or content of which is required by
federal law. The Commission encourages the disclosure of product information which is not deceptive and which
may benefit consumers, and will not
construe the Act to impede information disclosure in product advertising
or labeling.
(b) Certain terms, or conditions, of
sale of a consumer product may not be
‘‘written warranties’’ as that term is
defined in section 101(6), and should not
be offered or described in a manner
that may deceive consumers as to their
enforceability under the Act. For example, a seller of consumer products
may give consumers an unconditional
right to revoke acceptance of goods
within a certain number of days after
delivery without regard to defects or
failure to meet a specified level of performance. Or a seller may permit consumers to return products for any reason for credit toward purchase of another item. Such terms of sale taken
alone are not written warranties under
the Act. Therefore, suppliers should
avoid any characterization of such
terms of sale as warranties. The use of
such terms as ‘‘free trial period’’ and
‘‘trade-in credit policy’’ in this regard
would be appropriate. Furthermore,
such terms of sale should be stated separately from any written warranty. Of
course, the offering and performance of
such terms of sale remain subject to
section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45.
(c) The Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act generally applies to written warranties covering consumer products.
Many consumer products are covered
by warranties which are neither in1 A ‘‘written warranty’’ is also created by a
written affirmation of fact or a written
promise that the product is defect free, or by
a written undertaking of remedial action
within the meaning of section 101(6)(B).

tended for, nor enforceable by, consumers. A common example is a warranty given by a component supplier to
a manufacturer of consumer products.
(The manufacturer may, in turn, warrant these components to consumers.)
The component supplier’s warranty is
generally given solely to the product
manufacturer, and is neither intended
to be conveyed to the consumer nor
brought to the consumer’s attention in
connection with the sale. Such warranties are not subject to the Act, since a
written warranty under section 101(6)
of the Act must become ‘‘part of the
basis of the bargain between a supplier
and a buyer for purposes other than resale.’’ However, the Act applies to a
component supplier’s warranty in writing which is given to the consumer. An
example is a supplier’s written warranty to the consumer covering a refrigerator that is sold installed in a
boat or recreational vehicle. The supplier of the refrigerator relies on the
boat or vehicle assembler to convey the
written agreement to the consumer. In
this case, the supplier’s written warranty is to a consumer, and is covered
by the Act.
§ 700.4 Parties ‘‘actually
written warranty.

making’’

Section 110(f) of the Act provides
that only the supplier ‘‘actually making’’ a written warranty is liable for
purposes of FTC and private enforcement of the Act. A supplier who does
no more than distribute or sell a consumer product covered by a written
warranty offered by another person or
business and which identifies that person or business as the warrantor is not
liable for failure of the written warranty to comply with the Act or rules
thereunder. However, other actions and
written and oral representations of
such a supplier in connection with the
offer or sale of a warranted product
may obligate that supplier under the
Act. If under State law the supplier is
deemed to have ‘‘adopted’’ the written
affirmation of fact, promise, or undertaking, the supplier is also obligated
under the Act. Suppliers are advised to
consult State law to determine those
actions and representations which may
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